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To PETROV.
Your no.l95[i).

l.
On our behalf under a plausible pretext "OLA"[ii) visited
CARTllAGE [KAR.PAOEN)[i1i), [andJ[a) met a raacist acquaintance
or whom you know, STUPENKOV(1v (.works at present guarding
buildings or the "DOCK (OOK)"(v)), who, when he had drunk quite a
bit, told her the following: He had to do with the desertion ot
OllAT [KOllAR)(vi), whom he had met four times, had got him drunk,
and had carried on "heart-to-heart talks". ONAT said he had acted
from "idealogical" considerations, "he waa red up with what he
had seen over the apan or 20 years.• At the at.me time STUPl!NKOV
acknowledged that a no leas powerful motive waa the desire ot an
easy, comfortable lite an~i~ not Oeny that th i a waa Just what
had produced on GNAT al\ i
t •tt~mereaaion. S. (vii) helped
GNAT to make contact with the TOWNSllEN [OOROZhANB](viii].
(°" For] this he met him in a club for military personnel located
in the same building aa the "Associated Presa", conducted o. (K. )[ix)
to the doors of that agency, wh ich at once got into contact with
ShAPLIN(x). Thereafter ShAPLIN took the affair or o. into his own
hands and G. went to TYRB (TIR](xl). By what STUPENKOV said,
ShAPLIN knows o. •s whereabouts and continues to maintain contact
with the latter. a. has been declaring[b] that he does not doubt
that "they will liquidate• him. He has been trying to inflate
the importance ot what he haa to tell and thus enable hlmSelt to
have a quiet and collltortable life in the PERIPHERY..(~Ya)(xi1)
or the PROVDICES (PROVINTaII](xi1i]. The letter in ~e"'rimes"
was written by ShAPLIN. The affair simmered down because the
LEAGUE (LIGA)(xiv) did not ID.' want]

(31 groups unrecoverable]
SKRYaOIN[ xv]. The last meeting between them waa six months ago,
after which contact was, apparently, broken orr. According to
s.•s story, he used to meet SKRYaOI.N once a fortnight. The
latter was interested in the newspaeer "ROSSIYa" and attempted
through S. to influence RYBAKOV(xviJ, apparently not imagining
that S. had tor a long time been employed on the paper •
•

(Part 11]
The break wi th SI<RYaOIN shlPENKOV explains as due to
the fact· that during their acquaintance he [°" pl aced a](l group
garbled] article in ·"ROSSIYa•, which very much surprised SKRYaOIN ,
and the latter put an end .to the meetings. The meetings took place
in Sl(RYaGIN's apartment. tine day STUPENKOV met there twelve Soviet
persons, among them ONAT,
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Recently. they summoned STUPENKOV to the KhATA[xvii] and
about WASP [OSA][ xviii] and her husband, a
member or ZhAROV•s[xix] chorus, ALEKSEEV[xx ] (WASP [°" was
trying[c] ] unsuccessfully [2 groups unrecovered ] N.T.S .N.P.[d]:
OSIPOV[ xx i], CAVALRYMAN [KAVALERIST][xxi i]).
interrogat~. him

In CARTHAGE OLA(ii] made the acquaintance or an American
woman CUNNINGHAM[xxiii] or the we l l-known PEABODY family. The
latter works on the secret recept ion or foreign radio transmissions including those from the USSR. The reception or transmissions from the USSR is the business of 5-6 persons, all
TOWNSMEN(vii i ]. There at"<! no Russians. CUNNINGHAM is friendly
wi th STUPENKOV. The Soviet citizen LOMONOSOV(xxiv] lives in her
house. STUPENKOV sticks into his mailbox copies of the newspaper
"ROSSIYa" after cutting his own name off the wrapper. "
2.

(9 groups unrecoverable]

hopes to meet.
On a recent occasion, (°" OLA] became acquainted with
ShAPLIN. She has been given the task of cautiously endeavouring
to enter into closer relations with the latter, verifying what
STUPENKOV says, and, if the opportunity presents itself, finding
out more detailed information on the GNAT affair. OLA is well
acquainted with J!!:sTRINA[xxvJ, who in the past more than once
invited her to work in the Union of Russian Jews" . As a resu lt
or OLA'• Joining the RADIO STATION [RATsIYa](xxvi] they have not
met for a long time, but when occasion offers OLA may be able to
reswne their old acquaintance. We think OLA should arrange to
associate with l!!:sTRINA and ShAPLIN.
MAY [MAJ][xxvii]
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[al Inserted by the translator.
[b ) Or "kept declaring".
[cl Or "has been t rying".
[d) N.T.S.N.P.: expansion HATsIONAL'NOJ TRUDOVOJ
SOYUZ NOVOGO POROZhDENIYa - National
Labor Union of the New Generation.

Comments : [i] Not available.
[ii] OLA:

Christ ina KROTKOVA.

[iii] KARPAGEN:

WASHINGTON, D.C.
•

•
[iv] AlekseJ A. STUPENKOV (Stupenkoff).
(v] DOK:

U.S. Navy Department.
•·
[vi] KOMAR: V1ktor Andreevich KRAVChEMCO.
[vii ]

s. :

i:e. STUPENKOV.

[viii] GOROZhANE:

..

Americans .
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[1x) K.:

i.e. KOMAR.

(x) Joseph SHAPLEN.
(xi) TIR:

NEW YORK, N.Y.

(xii) PERIPERIYa:

not identified.

Possibly, as in ordinary

Russian usage, "the outlying districts"

(here, or the United States) - away from
any metropolis.
[xiii) PROVINTsII1
[xiv) LIOA :

Latin America.

the U.S. Government.

[xv) NikolaJ A. SKRYaOIN, Soviet Assistant Naval Attach'
in WASHINGTON, D.c •
(xvi) NikolaJ P.
[xvii) KhATA:
[xviii) OSA:

R~AKOV,

.

editor or "ROSSIYa".

the Federal Bureau or Investigation.
It would appear from this context that at this time
th" covername OSA was allotted to Lyudmila
Nikolaevna ALEKSEEVA (Ludmilla Ale~eet).

(xix) Serge j ZhAROV (Serge Jaroff) director or the Don
Cossack Chorus.
(xx) P.I. ALEXSEEV (Paul Ivan Alexeer).
[xxi) OSIPOV:

Prince NikolaJ Vladimirovieh ORLOV.

(xxii) KAVALERIST:

SergeJ Nikolaevich KUIUIAKOV. It is
d.1ttieult to see what OSIPOV and KAVALERIST
have to do with the rest or the sentence;
perhaps they are the sources of the information
contained in the parenthesis.

[xxil..iJ Leora Marguerite CUNllDIOHAM, nee PEABODY.
(xxiv) Boris M. LOMONOSOV (Boris Mark Lomonossorr).
[xxv] Lid1ya !sTRINA (Lydi.a Estern).
[xxvi) RATsIYa :
(xxv11) MAJ:

Office ot War Information,

Probably Stepan Zakharovich APRESYaN •
•

•

,•
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